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SUMMARY

Neurons in animal visual systems that respond to
global optic flow exhibit selectivity for motion direction and/or velocity. The avian lentiformis mesencephali (LM), known in mammals as the nucleus of the
optic tract (NOT), is a key nucleus for global motion
processing [1–4]. In all animals tested, it has been
found that the majority of LM and NOT neurons
are tuned to temporo-nasal (back-to-front) motion
[4–11]. Moreover, the monocular gain of the optokinetic response is higher in this direction, compared
to naso-temporal (front-to-back) motion [12, 13].
Hummingbirds are sensitive to small visual perturbations while hovering, and they drift to compensate for
optic flow in all directions [14]. Interestingly, the LM,
but not other visual nuclei, is hypertrophied in hummingbirds relative to other birds [15], which suggests
enhanced perception of global visual motion. Using
extracellular recording techniques, we found that
there is a uniform distribution of preferred directions
in the LM in Anna’s hummingbirds, whereas zebra
finch and pigeon LM populations, as in other tetrapods, show a strong bias toward temporo-nasal motion. Furthermore, LM and NOT neurons are generally
classified as tuned to ‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘slow’’ motion [10, 16,
17], and we predicted that most neurons would be
tuned to slow visual motion as an adaptation for
slow hovering. However, we found the opposite
result: most hummingbird LM neurons are tuned to
fast pattern velocities, compared to zebra finches
and pigeons. Collectively, these results suggest a
role in rapid responses during hovering, as well as
in velocity control and collision avoidance during forward flight of hummingbirds.
RESULTS
We made extracellular recordings from the LM of hummingbirds
and zebra finches while presenting large-field random dot patterns in the contralateral visual field (Figure 1A). LM neurons
receive direct retinal input and show simple direction selectivity
across large, but restricted, receptive fields. We used a random

dot-field, rather than a more complex stimulus, because more
complicated patterns of optic flow are processed downstream
[18, 19]. LM neurons were spontaneously active and exhibited
motion opponency, defined as increased firing in response
to large-field stimulus motion in a ‘‘preferred’’ direction, and
decreased firing in the opposite, ‘‘anti-preferred,’’ direction [4,
16, 17, 20].
We first identified the preferred direction of LM neurons by
presenting visual motion in each of eight directions, 45 apart.
Each motion stimulus lasted 5 s and was bounded by 5 s pauses.
Raw extracellular recordings are shown for one hummingbird
cell during a full trial (Figure 1A) and two zebra finch cells during
a portion of a trial, with higher temporal resolution (Figure 1D).
Single units were isolated offline using amplitude or template
spike sorting (Figures 1E, 1F, and S1B; see also Supplemental
Experimental Procedures).
Individual neurons were defined as directionally tuned if the
response to direction was significantly non-uniform (Rayleigh
test). The total sample size of directionally tuned neurons was
152 units from ten zebra finches and 88 units from six hummingbirds. Thirteen out of 165 (7.8%) zebra finch cells, and eight out
of 96 (8.3%) hummingbird cells, were not direction-modulated,
which is similar to the percentage of non-directional cells previously reported in pigeons [4, 21, 22]. For comparison, we also
analyzed data from 100 LM units in 38 pigeons from previous
studies in which moving large-field sine wave gratings were
used as visual stimuli [1, 4, 23–25]. Because speed tuning width
is maintained for some but not all visual motion neurons when
comparing responses to sine wave gratings and random dotfields [26], we limited our comparison with pigeon data to
preferred direction and preferred speed.
Directional tuning curves are shown for one hummingbird cell
(Figure 1B) and two zebra finch cells (Figure 1F). Mean firing rate
is plotted as a function of the direction of motion in polar coordinates (forward = 0 , down = 90 , up = 90 , backward = ±180 ;
Figure S1A; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). An analysis of the direction tuning width is also included in the supplementary materials (Figure S2).
Most zebra finch LM cells prefer temporo-nasal motion (0 in
our coordinate system), as is the case for pigeons (Figure 2). A
Rayleigh test confirmed that these two distributions were nonuniform (both p < 0.0001). In contrast, most hummingbird neurons are tuned to other directions such that at the population
level, the distribution of preferred directions is uniform (Rayleigh
test p = 0.379). We determined confidence intervals for the population direction preference by bootstrapping the data within
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Figure 1. Representative Data Depicting Preferred Direction Analysis
(A) A representative raw trace of an extracellular recording of a hummingbird
LM neuron. Arrows indicate direction of dot-field motion; broken lines indicate
paused stimulus. The hummingbird illustration shows the bird’s head orientation during stimulus presentation.
(B) A polar plot of the mean firing rate (spikes/s) in response to motion in each
direction (green circles) for the neuron in (A) with a B-spline fit to the mean firing
rates ± SE (thick magenta ± thin). The gray line indicates spontaneous activity
(spikes/s). F, forward motion (temporo-nasal); U, up; B, backward (nasotemporal); D, down.
(C) A portion of a raw extracellular recording of a zebra finch LM.
(D) A zoomed-in portion of the trace in (C) with spikes from two different
neurons (red, blue) sorted from the raw trace (black).
(E) An overlay of the average waveforms of 20 consecutive spikes (±SEM) for
each of the two classes of spikes identified in (D). PCA cluster analysis for
these two cells is provided in Figure S1B.
(F) Polar plots for the direction-modulated response for each cell in (D). Red
and blue lines are means ± SE; gray denotes spontaneous activity. Direction
tuning width analysis is provided in Figure S2.

each species (Figures 2D–2F). This analysis confirms overall direction preferences of LM populations for zebra finches and pigeons, but not for hummingbirds. Thus, the uniform distribution
observed in hummingbird LM neurons is unique relative to zebra
finches, pigeons, and indeed all other tetrapods studied to date.
We next examined LM activity in response to visual motion
speed (Figure 3). Cellular responses were measured in both
preferred and anti-preferred directions over a range of speeds
280 Current Biology 26, 279–285, January 23, 2016

(0.24 /s, 0.5 /s, 1 /s, 2 /s, 4 /s, 8 /s, 16 /s, 24 /s, 32 /s, 48 /s,
64 /s, 80 /s; presented in random order) similar to other experiments with birds (LM) and mammals (NOT) [4, 6, 10, 16, 17, 20,
27, 28]. Each motion sweep lasted 5 s and was bounded by 5 s
pauses. Because recording sites were tested at a single pair of directions, but some measured multiple neurons with different
preferred directions, we had to remove cells from further analysis.
Only LM cells measured in their preferred direction ± 45 were
included in the speed analysis, leading to sample sizes of 56
and 107 units in hummingbirds and zebra finches, respectively.
Speed tuning curves were calculated as the mean of five trials.
The responses of neurons to visual motion speed can, in principle, be categorized by both tuning width and speed preference.
We estimated the width of tuning curves for each cell by summing
the number of velocity values that elicited a firing rate above a
given percentage of the maximum firing rate (e.g., number of
bins above 50% of max rate) versus that threshold (e.g., 50%)
(Figure 3D). Differences between hummingbird and zebra finch
cells were first tested using a linear mixed-effects model, but
because we found a significant interaction between threshold
and species (F1,1465 = 107.207, p < 0.0001), we next fit a linear
model to each species separately. The slope of the relationship
between the numbers of speed bins above threshold and the
threshold is more negative in zebra finches ( 9.92; y intercept =
11.45) than in hummingbirds ( 6.66; y intercept = 7.59), and the
lines do not converge over the meaningful range (thresholds up to
100% of maximum firing). Thus, within the range of velocities
tested, hummingbird LM cells exhibit high relative levels of
response for fewer speed bins than zebra finch neurons. The distributions of the number of speed bins above 70%, 80%, and
90% thresholds, as well as bootstrapped data for the speed
tuning width (number of consecutive speed bins) at 80% of
maximum firing rate are presented in Figures S3A–S3D.
From the tuning curves, we also calculated the speed preference of each neuron. We first described the speed preference
as a single value: the speed at which maximum firing was
achieved (Figure 3E). The hummingbird and zebra finch data
are plotted along with similar data from pigeons. It is important
to reiterate that the data from our study are derived from experiments using moving dot-fields, whereas the pigeons were
tested with sinusoidal gratings. In addition, the speed test values
do not overlap completely. The average value for the pattern
speed with the highest firing rate across the three cell populations increased from pigeons to zebra finches to hummingbirds.
Despite an average preference for higher stimulus velocities,
hummingbirds had a larger proportion of the relatively low number of slow cells recorded. In hummingbirds, 20% of the LM population (11 cells) prefers speeds <6 /s, but the majority, 80% of
the population (45 cells), prefers speeds >6 /s. Conversely,
in zebra finches, only 4% of the population (4 cells) prefers
speeds <6 /s, and 96% (103 cells) prefers speeds >6 /s. However, we did not observe strong evidence for distinct populations
of ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ LM neurons.
We next considered the overall response of the LM neuron
population to increasing motion speeds. When accounting for
neurons responding at near-maximal levels for multiple motion
speeds, the LM responses of both hummingbirds and zebra
finches appear to saturate over the range of speeds tested,
and we did not measure a subsequent decline. The saturating
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response is illustrated in Figure 3F, which depicts the data for
neurons responding with at least 80% of their maximum firing
rate. Figures S3E and S3F provide the data for 70% and 90%
of maximum firing. We fit sigmoidal curves to the hummingbird
and zebra finch LM population responses to increasing speeds,
allowing slope or inflection point parameters to vary by cell.
Comparisons of the fitted parameters for the two species indicate that hummingbird LM cells show a strong preference for
high-velocity visual motion. Responses of zebra finch LM cells
to increasing speed saturate more quickly (higher slope, F1,14 =
26.78; p < 0.0001) and at lower stimulus velocities (inflection
point at lower speed, F1,14 = 25.86; p < 0.001). Because we did
not test higher speeds, we cannot exclude the possibility that
hummingbird LM neurons are high-pass rather than band-pass
filters. Regardless, the hummingbird LM response is significantly
shifted toward higher motion speeds.

Figure 2. Hummingbird LM Cells Have a
Uniform Distribution of Preferred Directions, whereas Zebra Finches and Pigeons
Prefer Forward Motion
(A–C) Individual cell analysis. Rosette plots show
the distribution of preferred directions within the
recorded LM populations. Each colored circle
represents the preferred direction of a single cell.
The circular distributions of preferred directions
are calculated as two von Mises parameters: m, the
location of central tendency on the circle, and k, a
descriptor of the concentration at that location.
For zebra finches, m was 6.02 ± 5.761 (95% CI:
8.74 to 2.65 ) and k was 1.24 ± 0.148. For pigeons, m was 7.63 ± 11.57 (95% CI: 5.5 to
9.2 ) and k was 0.722 ± 0.155. The hummingbird
LM population has a uniform distribution.
(D–F) Population analysis. We resampled with
replacement the responses of individual neurons
1,000 times each to generate 1,000 LM cell populations for each species. Each circle represents
the preferred direction of an entire LM population
that passed the Rayleigh test. In hummingbirds
(D), 21/1,000 populations had a preferred direction, always generally downward. In zebra finches
(E), 1,000/1,000 populations were non-uniform,
with population direction preference (m) of
5.71 ± 0.061 and concentration (k) of 898.3. In
pigeons (F), 1,000/1,000 populations were nonuniform, with population direction preference (m) of
7.31 ± 0.041 and concentration (k) of 1,998.
Bird illustrations indicate the head orientation.

A notable feature of the speed tuning
curves was a difference in the extent of
overall excitation and suppression between zebra finch and hummingbird LM
neurons (examples in Figure S4). To
determine whether this difference was
significant, we quantified the level of
excitation and suppression as the area
under each of the two speed tuning
curves (one for each direction) for each
unit. Plotting the area under the antipreferred direction tuning curve versus
the area of the preferred direction curve leads to three plausible
options for how relative firing rate of a neuron can encode visual
motion preference. Values greater than zero indicate overall
excitation, whereas negative values indicate overall suppression. Thus, the lower right quadrant of Figure 4A includes LM
cells that were excited in the preferred direction and suppressed in the anti-preferred direction relative to the spontaneous firing rate. An example of a zebra finch neuron with these
firing characteristics is provided in Figure 4C. The upper right
quadrant contains cells that were excited in both directions,
and an example cell from a zebra finch is depicted in Figure 4B.
The lower left quadrant contains cells that were suppressed in
both directions, and an example cell from a hummingbird is provided in Figure 4D. The upper left quadrant contains no cells by
definition because the preferred direction is defined by higher
relative firing.
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Figure 3. Hummingbird LM Neurons Prefer
Higher Visual Motion Speed than Zebra
Finch LM Neurons
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At the population level, while still overlapping, hummingbird
and zebra finch LM neurons are shifted apart along the suppression-excitation axes (Figure 4A). Hummingbird LM neurons have
significantly lower excitation (smaller area under the curve) in the
preferred direction (F1,14 = 35.91; p < 0.0001) and significantly
greater suppression in the anti-preferred direction (F1,14 = 8.09;
p = 0.013), compared to zebra finch LM neurons.
DISCUSSION
Hovering hummingbirds are highly sensitive to coherent background motion in all directions in their visual field, and they adjust
their three-dimensional position to compensate for this motion
282 Current Biology 26, 279–285, January 23, 2016

(A) A representative raw trace shows an extracellular recording from the zebra finch LM during
the velocity tuning experiment. Arrows indicate
direction of dot-field motion; broken lines indicate
paused stimulus. The zebra finch illustration shows
orientation of the bird’s head during stimulus
presentation.
(B and C) Representative velocity tuning curves
for a hummingbird (B) and a zebra finch (C) LM
cell depict normalized firing rate (±SEM) plotted
against the stimulus velocity (log scale) in the
preferred (black squares) and anti-preferred (gray
diamonds) directions. The dashed gray line indicates a threshold of 80% of the maximum firing
rate.
(D) Boxplots of grouped data depict the number
of speed bins at successive thresholds (percentages) of the maximum firing rate for hummingbirds
(magenta triangles) and zebra finches (orange
circles). Magenta and orange diamonds indicate
mean.
(E and F) Speed preferences of LM neurons are
plotted using two different criteria: (E) the proportion of the LM population for each species that
reaches maximal firing at a given stimulus velocity
(a single value for each cell); (F) the proportion of
the LM cells that have a firing rate above 80% of
their maximum firing rate at each stimulus velocity.
Figure S3 provides supplemental visualizations of
velocity tuning width analysis and speed preference plots showing the proportion of the LM
population responding at additional percentages
of the maximum firing rate.

[14]. This strong response to global motion
direction was not matched with a tuned
response to changes in stimulus pattern
speed, though only a few pattern speeds
were tested [14]. Heightened sensitivity,
during hovering flight, to direction rather
than velocity suggests that hummingbirds have neural specializations to detect
global motion direction stimuli.
The LM is a pretectal nucleus and one
of two midbrain nuclei associated with
the accessory optic system (AOS) that
process global motion direction and velocity. The LM is hypertrophied in hummingbirds and enlarged, but to a lesser extent, in
transiently hovering species [15]. This enlargement may represent a neural specialization related to hovering flight. Iwaniuk
and Wylie proposed that a greater relative number of LM neurons
preferring slow speeds could aid stabilization during hovering
[15]. The goals of the present study were to test this hypothesis
and also determine whether the direction preferences of the
hummingbird LM conform to the tetrapod pattern.
Previous studies with tetrapods have demonstrated that
the direction preferences of LM neurons, or neurons in the homologous NOT, are biased toward temporo-nasal motion. For
example, a [14C]2-deoxyglucose study in chicks has shown
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increased glucose uptake in LM cells during motion in the temporo-nasal direction [3]. Furthermore, in pigeons, 53% of recorded LM cells preferred forward (temporo-nasal) motion,
whereas the remaining cell preferences were distributed among
backward, downward, and upward motion [4]. This bias is
consistent with other pigeon LM data [10, 20, 29] and across
other tetrapod species, including chicks [3], turtles [30], frogs
[31, 32], salamanders [33], wallabies [7], rabbits [34], and cats
[6]. It is less clear whether this holds for optic-flow-sensitive neurons in the pretectum of fish, which do not show the same bias
for temporo-nasal motion observed in the tetrapod LM or NOT
[35–38]. The current study demonstrates that hummingbird LM
neurons deviate strongly from the tetrapod pattern by having
no directional bias at the population level (Figure 2).
LM neurons are further characterized as being selective for velocity, with a preference for either ‘‘slow’’ or ‘‘fast’’ speeds [10],
and as exhibiting a correlation between temporo-nasal direction
preference and slow speed preference [4, 17]. Using large-field
grating patterns in pigeons, fast cells prefer low spatial frequencies (SFs) and high temporal frequencies (TFs), whereas
slow cells prefer high SFs and low TFs [1, 4, 16]. Other previous
studies, which used random dot-fields in pigeons, classified
82% of measured LM cells as ‘‘fast’’ (>6 /s) and 18% as
‘‘slow’’ (<6 /s) [17]. If we apply this threshold (6 /s), we find
that 20% of hummingbird LM neurons are ‘‘slow’’ cells, while
only 4% of zebra finch LM neurons had maximal firing at a
slow velocity. Compared to zebra finches, we found that hummingbird LM neurons are more selective for a preferred speed
over the range of velocities we tested and prefer faster visual motion (Figure 3). Although the percentage of ‘‘slow’’ cells based on
a 6 /s threshold is similar in hummingbirds and pigeons, we did

Figure 4. Hummingbird LM Cells Are Less
Excited than Zebra Finch Cells by Motion in
Their Preferred Direction and Are More Suppressed by Motion in Their Anti-Preferred
Direction
The magnitude of excitation and suppression is
calculated as the area under the velocity tuning
curve (AUC) in response to motion in the preferred
and anti-preferred directions, respectively.
(A) The two AUC values are plotted against each
other with error bars (SD) calculated from AUCs
for 1,000 bootstrapped simulations of each cell’s
responses.
(B–D) Representative velocity tuning plots demonstrate mean response (±SEM) to motion in the
preferred (black squares) and anti-preferred (gray
diamonds) directions of cells that fall into quadrants
b, c, and d, respectively, in (A). In some cases, the
error bars are occluded by the symbol at a given
response value. Magenta triangles, hummingbird
LM cells; orange circles, zebra finch LM cells.
Further examples of speed tuning curves are provided in Figure S4.

not observe a clear distinction between
fast and slow LM neuron populations in
either zebra finches or hummingbirds.
Moreover, when previously published
pigeon data are presented in the same
manner (Figure 3E), there is no obvious bimodal distribution for
this species either. This is likely due to spatiotemporal, rather
than velocity, tuning [4].
The LM has a reciprocal relationship with the nucleus of the
basal optic root (nBOR) of the AOS; both are retinal-recipient
midbrain nuclei and project to each other. Unlike the population-level preference for temporo-nasal motion observed in
the pigeon and zebra finch LM (Figure 2), studies in pigeons
show that nBOR neurons prefer upward, downward, and
naso-temporal motion, with very few cells (5%–10%) preferring temporo-nasal motion [1, 39]. Similar direction-preference
distributions have been shown in the nBOR of turtles [40] and
chickens [41]. Furthermore, the nBOR is homologous to the
mammalian medial and lateral terminal nuclei of the AOS [5, 8,
42], which contain direction-sensitive neurons that respond
best to vertical motion [43–45]. In mammals, the AOS also contains the dorsal terminal nuclei, which have cells that respond
preferentially to horizontal motion [45, 46]. The complementary
LM-nBOR relationship is further demonstrated by their responses to global motion direction; the LM receives inhibitory
inputs from slow nBOR cells that prefer motion of the opposite
direction.
Compared to zebra finches, hummingbird LM neurons are
more suppressed by motion in the anti-preferred direction and
less excited by motion in the preferred direction (Figure 4). The
strong inhibition of hummingbird LM neurons by motion in the
anti-preferred direction (Figure 4A) could be attributed to an
nBOR-mediated mechanism that drives speed tuning (i.e., disinhibition of nBOR). The expansion of the direction preference distribution that we found in the hummingbird LM suggests that the
complementary relationship observed in pigeons between the
Current Biology 26, 279–285, January 23, 2016 283

LM and nBOR is not apparent, or may not function in the same
way, in hummingbirds.
The ability to sustain hovering flight in hummingbirds is unique
among vertebrates. The motion preferences and firing properties
of LM neurons are also distinct from all other tetrapods in several
respects, which supports the hypothesis that hummingbirds
have neural specializations for flight mode [15]. The uniform
distribution of direction preferences in the hummingbird LM is
unique among all tetrapods studied to date and, in combination
with their preference for faster speeds, suggests heightened
sensitivity to global motion at high speeds. Such sensitivity could
be beneficial during hovering when birds are close to visual features that will produce high global motion velocity in response
to even small changes in position. This specialization may
also play a role in more dynamic behaviors such as competitive
interactions, high-speed courtship displays, and insect foraging
[47–49]. Testing this hypothesis will require moving to visual
stimuli relevant to more complex flight modes [50] and in
higher-order brain centers [11, 51].
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
We used standard extracellular recording techniques to study the LM of anesthetized birds while presenting a computer-generated moving dot-field to the
contralateral eye (Figures 1A, 1C, and 3A). Details of the surgical and recording
procedures, visual stimulus, and statistical approaches are provided in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures. All spike-sorted data and analysis
scripts are available via Figshare (Figshare http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.
figshare.c.3590186).
Experimental subjects included ten adult male zebra finches (Taeniopygia
guttata; Eastern Bird Supplies, Quebec, Canada) and six adult male Anna’s
hummingbirds (Calypte anna; caught on the University of British Columbia
campus, October 2014–April 2015). All experimental procedures were
approved by the Animal Care Committee of the University of British Columbia.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures
and four figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1016/j.cub.2016.11.041.
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Figure 1. Flow fields generated by multiciliated cells aid olfaction.
Multiciliated cells in the larval zebrafish nose pit beat with asymmetric strokes, generating flow fields
around the nose (left panel; warm colors and arrow size indicate flow strength). These flow fields push
water into the nasal pit and eject them laterally. This effectively flushes odors over the sensory olfactory
epithelium, enhancing odor detection and dynamic odor processing (adapted from [6] with major help
from Marion Haug).
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The pretectal visual motion processing area in the hummingbird brain is unlike that in other birds: instead of
emphasizing detection of horizontal movements, it codes for motion in all directions through 360 , possibly
offering precise visual stability control during hovering.

The pretectum and accessory optic
system (AOS) are essential visual
pathways between retina and brain. They

are found in all classes of vertebrates
and have a critical role in detecting the
direction of image motion [1]. Signals
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from the pretectum/AOS feed into the
motor system to provide information
relevant for maintaining eye, head and
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body stability in the face of unintentional
body movements. As an example of how
this sensory-motor system operates, an
unexpected backward body movement
will generate forward image motion; the
body tracks the image motion to move
the body forward, thus returning it to its
original position. To make this possible,
the pretectum/AOS contains directionselective neurons: these neurons
respond to image motion in one direction
along their preferred motion axis, and
their background activity is usually
inhibited by motion in the opposite
direction (Figure 1A). The cells have
broad directional tuning widths, meaning
that similar firing rates can represent a
broad range of directions, leading to
ambiguity in the precise direction being
indicated — more on this later. The
neurons also respond optimally only
when the whole visual scene moves
simultaneously, as during body
movements. Along with balance
detectors in the inner ear (the vestibular
system), pretectal/AOS neurons form an
integral part of the sensory-motor
circuitry that keeps humans from falling
over and birds from falling out of the
skies.
In birds, the main brain nuclei are
the pretectal lentiformis mesencephalic
(LM) and the nucleus of the basal
optic root (nBOR). In most birds, the
preferred directions of LM neurons are
horizontal-forward motion in the
contralateral eye (Figure 1B, red), while
preferred directions for nBOR neurons
are most often vertical (up or down), or
horizontal backward motion in the
contralateral eye (Figure 1B, black).
While many consider these visual
pathways a closed chapter in vision
science, as they report in this issue of
Current Biology, Gaede et al. [2] have
uncovered a unique feature in
hummingbirds — instead of preferring
just horizontal-forward image motion,
neurons in the hummingbird LM
have preferences for all directions
through 360 .
The vestibular system detects
rotations about the roll, yaw and
pitch axes. Roll and pitch generate
vertical visual motion over the eyes
and yaw generates horizontal motion.
Having a pretectum/AOS that detects
image motion generated by body
movements around the same axes as

the vestibular apparatus makes for a
robust, multi-sensory control circuit for
stability control, found in species from
mammals to insects [3,4]. Motion
directions at non-vertical or horizontal
angles can, theoretically, be calculated
using the information from the
orthogonally aligned detectors using
principles that are equivalent to
trigonometry (Figure 1C). For example, if
both forward-tuned LM neurons and
vertical-up tuned nBOR neurons fire at
half their maximum spike rate, this could
be interpreted at higher neural levels as
upward-forward motion at 45
(Figure 1C). But because of the broad
direction tuning of the neurons and noise
in the system, such solutions run the risk
of imprecision.
Gaede et al. [2] investigated the LM of
hummingbirds, which have a unique
flying behavior, and compared them to
the LMs in pigeons and finches, which fly
using more conventional methods. Most
birds utilize wing movements that
generate lift partly through forward
movement. Many birds are capable of
hovering but this is non-optimal.
Hummingbirds, on the other hand, use
rapid wing beats to hover in front of
flowers, which provide their food supply.
It turns out that the pretectal LM in
hummingbirds does not conform to the
standard bird model. Instead, the
neurons in the LM have several unique
characteristics. It is enlarged relative to
brain size compared to LMs in other
birds [5], implying a special role for the
nucleus. Moreover, there is a uniform
distribution of preferred directions at the
population level (Figure 2A) and the
neurons are tuned selectively to high
image speeds [2].
Let us try to make sense of the
different neural machinery found in the
pretectum of the hummingbird in the
context of its visual environment. Most
birds want to stay level relative to the
visual environment, which from daily
observations of bird behavior is clearly
achievable using primarily vertical and
horizontal tuned pretectal/AOS detectors
(Figure 1C). Hummingbirds have a
different problem. While staying level,
they need accurately to maneuver
between flowers by adjusting their wing
beats from stationary-hover to movinghover using visual cues, much like a
helicopter [6,7]. On arrival at a flower,
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Figure 1. Tuning functions of directionselective neurons in the pretectum/AOS.
(A) A generic direction tuning function plotting
spike rate against direction. The solid red line
depicts the increased spike rate above the
spontaneous rate for a range of rightward
motions, while the dashed line shows the level of
inhibition relative to ongoing spontaneous activity
for leftward image motion. (B) Typical directional
tuning functions for LM (red) and nBOR (black) in
non-hovering birds. (C) The black arrow shows
the actual direction of motion, which generates
50% of the maximum spike rate in both LM
(vertical red line) and nBOR (horizontal black line).
By comparing these spike rates, it is possible to
deduce the direction of motion.

they insert their beak into the nectar
reservoir and remain stationary, locked
onto the visual target despite
disturbances in airflow. It is only
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Figure 2. Directional tuning in the
hummingbird LM.
(A) Diagrammatic illustration of the directional
tuning of cells in hummingbird LM. These tuning
functions are depicted as being narrow to assist
in visualizing the tuning of the population. The cell
shown in black signals motion up and to the right
at 45 . (B) In fact, neurons in hummingbird LM
have broad tuning functions and closely spaced
preferred directions. Tuning functions from three
cells are shown, with preferred directions 10
apart.

necessary to watch hummingbirds do
this for a few minutes to realize the
precision — and beauty — of their
actions.
It may be the increased need for
precision that leads to an increased
number of directional channels in
hummingbird LM. Why evolution
selectively pushed pretectal LM along
this route, rather than recruiting the
AOS nuclei as a whole, remains an
intriguing mystery. Mechanistically, the
existence of many directional channels
in LM may be a form of line labeling. In
this scenario, each direction of
unintentional body movement would be
detected via a small group of directionselective cells (Figure 2A, black tuning
function). These cells would then initiate
the appropriate directional motor

response to counteract deviations from
the hover. Line labeling in the periphery
is an established method for transferring
sensory information to the brain, as in
the sense of taste for example [8]. But
for line labeling to work well in
hummingbirds, we would predict narrow
directional tuning functions, as depicted
in Figure 2A. In fact, tuning functions in
hummingbird LM are quite broad, with
closely spaced preferred directions [2]
(Figure 2B).
How could the system interpret
outputs from cells with broadly tuned
directional functions? Color vision
mechanisms may give clues towards a
mechanism. Humans have three broadly
tuned color channels in the
electromagnetic wavelength spectrum —
short, medium and long wavelengths —
with the medium and long wavelength
channels not only having broad,
overlapping bell-shaped absorption
spectra, but also similar peak
wavelengths [9]. Despite this, humans
can discriminate between many hues,
although only about twelve hues can be
distinguished when requiring ‘absolutely
identifiable differences’ [10]. Perceived
color can be modeled by extracting the
unique combination of response
amplitudes for a given stimulus across all
color channels [11]. Similarly, it is likely
that unique directions are extracted from
hummingbird LM by pooling across cells
with similar preferred directions. The next
step in working out the mechanism
would be to record the responses of
many LM neurons simultaneously and
model the potential fidelity for directional
discrimination using decoding and
information theory methods at the cell
population level [12,13]. These
approaches have been applied to
compare line labeling and pooling
mechanisms in the encoding of stimulus
orientation in the visual cortex [14].
Another thing that makes hummingbird
LM unique is its preference for high image
speeds. When flying very close to visual
structures, even the slightest body
movement will translate into high-speed
image motion across the retina. In other
birds and mammals pretectal neurons
can be classed as being sensitive to either
fast or slow image speeds [15–17]. In
hummingbirds, only the fast cells exist. It
is likely that their habit of flying close to
flowers in dense vegetation has tuned the
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hummingbird LM to its specific visual
environment.
The pretectum and AOS have long
been regarded as a highly conserved
design across vertebrates. The new work
by Gaede et al. [2] has revealed a
variation in the pretectum of the
hummingbird that may be a specific
adaptation for hovering.
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Shifts from outcrossing to selfing have occurred thousands of times across the tree of life. By reducing the
size of the gene pool, selfing should limit adaptive potential. A refreshing empirical experiment with snails
supports this long-standing hypothesis.
Reproduction is an essential part of life,
and many biologists are rightly obsessed
with it. For one, we are all part of an
uninterrupted stream of successful
reproductive events that connect our
parents to us, and perhaps ourselves to
our children. While biparental sex (i.e.,
mating between two individuals, or
outcrossing) is the rule for humans, this is
not the only possibility in nature. In groups
such as flowering plants and
invertebrates, hermaphrodites are
common and these individuals are
capable of mating with themselves — a
process known as ‘selfing’ (Figure 1).
Upon comparing outcrossing and selfing
plant species, George Ledyard Stebbins
famously proposed selfing to be an
evolutionary ‘‘blind alley’’ that constrains
adaptation: ‘‘self fertilization [.] would
reduce markedly the evolutionary
potentialities of those lines which adopted
it’’ [1]. The possibility of reduced adaptive
potential in selfing organisms has inspired
a great number of theoretical [2–5] and
empirical studies on the effects of mating
systems on neutral and quantitative
genetic variation in nature [6–8]. However,
no empirical selection experiment has yet
directly put to the test a central tenet of the
blind alley hypothesis — that selfing limits
the rate of adaptive evolution. Now, in a

new paper in this issue of Current Biology,
Noël et al. [9] test this prediction in snails.
The experimental approach was
straightforward. Noël et al. [9]
experimentally evolved snail (Physa acuta)
populations. At the outset, replicate
populations were established with one of
two mating systems for 30 generations:
100% outcrossing each generation, or
switching between 100% selfing and
100% outcrossing every other generation.
Partial selfing causes a reduction in the
effective population size and the efficacy
of recombination in comparison to the fully
outcrossing lines [10]. Indeed, the partially
selfing lines lost 42% more of their
quantitative genetic variation, which is the
raw material of adaptation. After 30
generations, all of the snail populations
were then subjected to artificial selection
on shell shape, a trait that varies
considerably within and among snail
species. Individuals with the most round
shells were selected under two mating
regimes: 100% outcrossing or 100%
selfing. This experimental design permits
a decoupling of the effects of immediate
selfing and a history of selfing on the rate
of adaptive evolution, allowing the effects
of both to be experimentally determined.
Challenging the blind alley hypothesis is
a tricky business. The effects of selfing

and selection are notoriously difficult to
isolate, as evidenced by Fisher’s famous
line, ‘‘either inbreeding or selection, never
both at the same time’’ [11]. This issue
arises because ‘adaptive potential’ is not
the same for outcrossing and partially
selfing populations. In outcrossing
populations, additive genetic variance is
the key quantity determining the response
to natural selection. With selfing, however,
non-additive components of genetic
variation can contribute to the response to
selection [12]. It is possible to compare the

Figure 1. The flower of a primarily selffertilizing plant species, Mimulus laciniatus.
The evolution of selfing commonly occurs, yet its
influence on adaptive potential has been difficult
to test empirically. Photo: D. Grossenbacher.
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